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ABSTRACT
A pallet exhibiting a three dimensional shaped and buoyant inducing body with enhanced load supporting capabilities. The body exhibits a rectangular profile and is constructed of at least one of a corrugated paperboard, plastic or composite material and coated with a plasticized spray. An inner core defined within a three dimensional interior of the body is constructed of any plural arrangement of inner extending, interconnected and frame defining components, at least one of the components and/or the outer surfaces being coated with a plasticized spray. The inner constructed core can further include any of a structural paperboard, bamboo, other tubular material, or structural foam. In a further variant, a standard pallet design of upper and lower cross pieces separated by spaced apart bridge pieces is provided, and in which the individual members are each configured with structurally defined inner cores according to any of the above constructions.
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1. PALLET DESIGN WITH BUOYANT CHARACTERISTICS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application 61/377,205 filed on Aug. 26, 2010. This application is also a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 13/081,953 filed Apr. 7, 2011, which also claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application 61/328,682 filed Apr. 28, 2010 and is also a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 12/608,512 filed on Oct. 29, 2009, which in turn is a Continuation-in-part of both application Ser. No. 12/414,017 filed Mar. 30, 2009 and application Ser. No. 12/467,601 filed May 18, 2009. Application Ser. No. 12/467,601 is a Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 12/414,017 filed on Mar. 30, 2009 and also claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application 61/074,306 filed on Jun. 20, 2008.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention discloses a number of variations of buoyant pallet designs, including any variation of wooden, composite wooden, paperboard, composite paperboard, plastic, composite plastic or other material exhibiting any shape or size. More particularly, the present invention includes a number of variations of improved pallet designs exhibiting moisture sealant, fire retardant and, notably, buoyant characteristics for providing weight supporting and buoyancy such as during being launched from a ship or dropped from an aircraft.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

Wooden pallet constructions are well known in the prior art. Problems associated with wooden pallets include degradation of material construction and load bearing capabilities, such also resulting from the pallets becoming wet (and excessively heavy) and degrading over time. Additional problems include the inability to maintain in stacked arrangement volumes of pallets during non-use periods as well as during transport between locations. A further shortcoming of known pallet designs is their inability to function effectively in a combined load carrying and flotation assisting manner, such as when it is desirable to transport a supported load upon a body of water or in a further potential application as an emergency flotation support device, such as for use by personnel.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

The present invention discloses a pallet exhibiting a three dimensional shaped and buoyant inducing body with enhanced load supporting capabilities. In each variant, the body exhibits a generally rectangular shaped profile with a given depth, and in which the outer and inner structural defining components are constructed of at least one of a corrugated paperboard, plastic or composite material coated with a plasticized spray.

In one series of variants, an inner core (defined as both the core interior of a selected inner extending component and/or the overall inner three dimensional space established within the pallet shaped body) is constructed of any plural arrangement of inner extending, interconnected and frame defining components, with at least one of the components and/or the outer surfaces being coated with a plasticized spray and with the spray further being applied either prior, during or following assembly of the pallet body. The inner constructed core can further include any of a structural paperboard, bamboo, other tubular material, or structural foam. In a further variant, a standard pallet design of upper and lower cross pieces separated by spaced apart bridge pieces is provided, and in which the individual members are each configured with structurally defined inner cores according to any of the above constructions, with the environmentally sealing and waterproofing plasticized spray being pre or post applied to the individually assemble component defining the pallet body.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Reference will now be made to the attached drawings, when read in combination with the following detailed description, wherein like reference numerals refer to like parts throughout the several views, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a first perspective illustration of a cardboard pallet according to a first embodiment, such as including nine upper and lower cross pieces separated by three bridging and separating pieces and which is coated with a polymeric spray, such as flecked with urethane, and/or an ISO polymeric material with fire retardant properties;

FIG. 2 is a further perspective illustration of a variation of cardboard pallet exhibiting eleven crosspieces;

FIG. 3 is a cutaway illustration of a pallet and exhibiting examples of inner core construction associated with each of the three bridging and separating pieces;

FIG. 4 is another cutaway illustration similar to FIG. 3 and depicting a further plurality of possible core constructions associated with the bridging and separating pieces;

FIG. 5 is a rotated illustration in which the cross pieces are depicted in cross sectional cutaway exhibiting varying core configurations;

FIG. 6 is a first enlarged end section of FIG. 5 and better illustrating a subset variation of cross piece core constructions;

FIG. 7 is a second enlarged and opposite end section of FIG. 5 better illustrating a corresponding subset variation of cross piece core constructions;

FIG. 8 is a perspective illustration of a standard wooden pallet similar to the construction identified in FIG. 1;

FIG. 9 is a succeeding illustration to FIG. 8 and depicting a plasticized spray which is coated over the wooden composition in order to moisture seal the same, such as to provide anti-microbial protection against wood degradation, fire resistant properties, and to avoid weight increase due to entrained water;

FIG. 10 is an enlarged side cutaway of the pallet in FIG. 9 and further illustrating the coating of the wooden pallet;

FIG. 11 is a perspective illustration of another variant of rigid pallet exhibiting a cardboard outer shell in relation to that depicted in FIG. 1;

FIG. 12 is a succeeding illustration to FIG. 11 and depicting an inner frame constructed of any type of natural, synthetic or composite materials;

FIG. 13 is a succeeding illustration illustrating the manner in which the frame of FIG. 12 is fitted within the outer shell of FIG. 11, with top removed;

FIG. 14 is another perspective illustration of a rigid pallet construction in which handling and drainage holes are configured through its depth, combined with edge projecting stacking locators defined along each side;

FIG. 15 is a succeeding illustration of the pallet of FIG. 14, similar to that depicted in the prior embodiment of FIG. 9, and...
in which a plasticized spray is coated over the wooden composition in order to moisture seal the same, such as to provide anti-microbial protection against wood degradation, fire resistant properties, and to avoid weight increase due to entrained water;

FIG. 16 is a plan view illustration of a pallet such as depicted in FIGS. 11 and 14 and further illustrating, in partial cutaway, possible core architecture configurations of inner vertical posts; and

FIG. 17 is rotated plan view of the pallet in FIG. 16 and illustrating, in likewise partial cutaway, the core configuration of top and bottom decks.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As previously described, the present invention discloses a number of variations of buoyant pallet designs, such as including an inner frame like core which is constructed of any material including all variation of wood, composite wood, corrugated paperboard, composite paperboard, plastic, composite plastic and/or other material exhibiting any shape or size not limited to a three dimensional rectangular configuration. The present invention further discloses a number of variations of improved pallet design exhibiting moisture sealant, fire retardant and, notably, buoyant characteristics which include the incorporation of inflatable bladders for providing combined cargo supporting and buoyancy aspects upon a body of water such as during being launched from a ship or dropped from an aircraft. It is further understood that the present invention, while providing buoyancy inducing aspects suitable for supporting a load upon a body of water, is not strictly limited to seaware applications and the pallet variants described herein are operable in any environment in which enhanced load bearing and environmentally resistive capabilities are sought.

The above said, and referring initially to FIG. 1, a first perspective illustration is generally provided at 10 of a cardboard (also termed a rigid paperboard or corrugated type paperboard material) pallet according to a first embodiment, and such as which can be constructed so as to include a total of nine cross pieces, including five upper pieces 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 and four additional lower pieces 22, 24, 26 and 28, these being separated by three spaced apart and crosswise extending separating pieces 30, 32 and 34. Although not clearly shown, it is envisioned that the upper, lower and cross pieces can be inter-assembled using various molding techniques or other fasteners, such as chemical fasteners in the form of heat bonding and/or the provision of adhesives in order to promote bonding between the various members.

The upper, lower and bridging pieces are constructed of a corrugated paperboard material, and which is constructed according to various known manufacturing or forming processes, and which are coated with a polymeric spray, such as flecked with urethane, and/or an ISO polymeric material with fire retardant properties (see further spray gun 2 applying an aerated flecked polymeric spray 4). FIG. 2 is a further perspective illustration, generally at 36, of a variation of the cardboard pallet also shown at 10, with the exception that it exhibits a total of eleven crosspieces (including seven upper and four lower) again separated by three crosswise extending and spaced apart bridging pieces.

The coating protocols described herein can include, but are not limited to, pre-coating applications applied to each of the multi (typically three) plies of the cardboard, or cardboard material, such as prior to the plies being formed into the corrugated planar sheets and/or when being subsequently formed into the various individual elongated and three dimensional bridging or separating pieces, as will be subsequently described in furthering detail. The coating options alternatively or additionally include applying to all of the exterior surfaces of the eventually formed pallet, either or all of before, during and/or after finished assembly, this again in order to provide both waterproofing and mildew, anti-microbial resistance, the lack of such otherwise tending to cause the paperboard material to gain significant weight through the entrainment of water, as well as degrading its weight bearing properties and useful life.

Referring now to FIG. 3, a generally end cutaway illustration is shown of a pallet, such as again depicted at 10, and which exhibits examples of inner (otherwise hollow) core construction associated with each of the three bridging and separating pieces 30, 32 and 34. As shown in cutaway cross section, each of the bridging pieces includes a variation of internal corrugated paperboard construction, with the first bridging piece 30 exhibiting an "T" shape plurality of vertical ribs with outer spaced and vertically extending frame members which collectively establish a beam type inner core, with the second piece 32 a cross or grid rib shape encased within an outer frame, and the third piece 34 a diagonal rib shaped element likewise encased within a rectangular outer frame.

As previously indicated, the desired spray coating can be applied at either or all of prior, during and following assembly of the typically three layer corrugated plies into the individual planar members in turn cut and assembled upper and lower pieces (such as again 12-20 and 22-28), as well as the cut edge sectional extending pieces 30, 32 and 34. The top and bottom extending pieces (represented at 12 and 22 in FIG. 3) are not shown in cutaway but can also exhibit any arrangement of inner core defining grids not limited to those exemplified at 30, 32 and 34.

FIG. 4 is another cutaway illustration similar to FIG. 3 and depicting a further plurality of possible core constructions, such as referenced by bridging pieces 38, 40 and 42 associated with the pallet construction 36 in FIG. 2. These notably include the first piece 38 exhibiting a diamond (also dual "V") shaped inner core configuration incorporated within an outer rectangular and form defining frame, a second piece 40 depicting a plurality of stacked and circular core defining elements within a similar outer frame (such as including tubing or bamboo or any other composite type element) and third piece 42 a standard box or rectangular shaped frame configuration alone and exhibiting a solid inner core of any type of expanding or structural foam. Beyond the examples of FIGS. 4-5, an unlimited number of alternate configured structural supporting interior configurations can be constructed for achieving enhanced load bearing capabilities associated with the upper, lower and bridging cross pieces.

Referring now to FIG. 5, in combination with enlarged end sections of FIGS. 6 and 7, a series of rotated and partially end cutaway illustrations are depicted of the pallet 10 of FIG. 1, and in which the upper and lower cross pieces are depicted in cross sectional cutaway exhibiting varying core configurations, with the various intermediate bridging pieces, e.g. at 34, illustrated in solid. The cutaway illustrations include first upper cross piece 12 exhibiting a horizontal laminated cardboard, second upper cross piece 14 exhibiting a honeycomb structure, third upper cross piece 16 a vertical ribbing construction, fourth upper cross piece 18 a modified vertical ribbing construction with interleaved or interconnecting horizontal laminated cardboard and fifth upper cross piece 20 again a solid expanding or structural foam.

First lower cross piece 22 likewise exhibits a vertical laminated cardboard construction, second lower cross piece 24...
any type of horizontal end to end positioned bamboo or other type tubing, third lower cross piece 26 a folded cardboard construction and, finally, fourth lower cross piece 28 a continuous "V" channel ribbing. As with the prior variants of FIGS. 3-4, each of the upper 12-20 and lower 22-28 cutaway profiles are bound within an outer and cross sectional profile defining frame, with each of the outer and inner frame members each again being constructed of three ply corrugated material or other suitable corrugated construction.

Without limitation, either or both the bridging pieces and/or the upper and lower cross pieces can be constructed of differing materials and core architectures, this including modifying the construction of various or subset cross pieces relative to the bridging pieces (e.g. the upper and lower cross pieces possibly exhibiting differing constructions and which can be the same as or different from the individual constructions of the bridging pieces). As previously described, it is also envisioned that the individual three dimensional defining upper, lower and intermediate bridging pieces can also be constructed of polymeric or composite materials (such as which can combine aspects of corrugated paperboard and polymeric components).

Referring to FIG. 8, a perspective illustration is generally shown at 44 of a standard wooden pallet according to the Prior art which is similar to the construction identified in FIG. 1, it being further understood that any type of wooden material can be incorporated into this pallet design and which, by itself, would include any pallet known in the prior art. FIG. 9 is a succeeding illustration to FIG. 8 and which further depicts a plasticized spray 46 which is coated over the wooden composition in order to moisture seal the same, such as to provide anti-microbial protection against wood degradation, fire resistant properties, and to avoid weight increase due to entrained water.

FIG. 10 is an enlarged side cutaway of the pallet in FIG. 9 and further illustrating the coating 46 applied to all of the exterior surfaces of previously assembled wooden pallet 44 and including such as selected top piece 48, bottom piece 50 and end bridging piece 52. The coating 46 can, similar to that previously described in relation to the rigid paperboard variant of FIG. 1, include such as a waterproofing and anti-microbial protecting plasticized spray and which may additionally incorporate fire retardant properties within its chemical recipe. It is also again understood that the variant of FIGS. 8-10 is not limited to wood, but can again include any other type of material including natural, synthetic or composite.

Referring to FIG. 11 a perspective illustration is generally shown at 54 of another variant of rigid pallet and such as which exhibits a three dimensional and substantially rectangular planar shaped body exhibiting a cardboard or other suitable corrugated and/or polymeric/polymeric composite outer shell in relation to that depicted in FIG. 1. In combination with FIG. 11, FIG. 12 depicts a succeeding illustration 56 of an inner frame constructed of any type of natural, synthetic or composite materials, such as which type of bamboo framing or other tubing and in which a plurality of such elements are properly sized and assembled into a three dimensional frame prior to being encapsulated or otherwise encased within the outer shell 56.

The inner frame 56 as illustrated includes a central most vertical extending cylinder 60 which can again include any of bamboo sections, other organic materials, as well as corrugated or polymeric/polymeric composite, the center most cylinder 60 surrounded by perimeter edge extending and like shaped support cylinders, both in pairs at 62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72 and singularly at 76. Additional bamboo or other organic/inorganic tubing portions (such as again bamboo, corrugated paper, plastic, plastic composition, et seq) are further represented by upper and lower spaced and matching planar configurations including plural lengths 78-116 established in both outer perimeter and inner grid/diagonal grid defining fashion between the center and perimeter located vertical cylinder supports 60-76 and which collectively define the upper layer. As is clearly seen in FIG. 12, an identical and depth spaced arrangement defines a lower layer collection of interlocking tubing portions engaging lower locations of the vertical cylinder supports 60-76, and which are not numbered for purposes of clarity of presentation.

The three dimensional and substantially planar and rectangular shaped outer corrugated shell 54 depicted in FIG. 11 further includes a collection of interior configurations and apertures defined within a three dimensional assembleable upper half exhibited by a planar top surface 118 and outer perimeter interconnecting and downwardly extending edges. The top 118 is assembled in inwardly seating and nesting fashion relative to the rectangular defined sides 120, 122, 124, and 126 which extend upwardly around a perimeter defined by a planar extending bottom half 128 as shown in FIG. 11.

The arrangement of vertically extending apertures defined in three dimensional top 118 includes a center most aperture 130 (defined by inner rectangular shaped and depth extending perimeter for seating center most vertical tubular cylinder 60), this in combination with perimeter edge extending and three sided inwardly notched and depth extending apertures 132-146 (each of these achieving an overall rectangular shape when seated against the inwardly facing surfaces of the outer sides 120-126), the perimeter located apertures 132-146 being arranged in corresponding and mating alignment with the perimeter extending cylinders 62-76. Additional and side accessible forklift apertures are further depicted on selected sides 120 and 122, see pairs of generally elongated/rectangular apertures at 148 & 150 and 152 & 154, respectively, and which are arranged in offset fashion with respect to the placement of the perimeter proximate extending vertical seating apertures 132-146. As best understood, the forklift receiving slots or apertures are actually mating inner perimeter wall patterns formed in the nesting sides of the top and bottom halves such that, upon completed assembly of the pallet, adequate clearance is provided for receiving the inserted forks.

FIG. 13 is a succeeding illustration illustrating the manner in which the frame 56 of FIG. 12 is fitted within the outer shell 54 of FIG. 11, with depth extending top 118 removed. Following installation of the inner structural frame 56 within the open interior of the outer rectangular and three dimensional shell 54, a remaining inner space established between the various tubing and cylinder components of the frame 56 and perimeter edge and upper and lower interior surfaces of the outer shell 54 can further be filled with an expanding or structural foam.

This is representatively shown in FIG. 13 by fill level 156 consisting of a volume of structural supporting material poured into the pre-assembled and open top interior of the shell 54 established by the lower half and which is depicted as filling up to the level of the upper tubular network, further depicted by interconnecting portions in one quadrant established by central tubular cylinder 76 and outer cylinders 70, 72 and 74 along with inner selected and referenced structural defining and interconnecting plural tubular members 78, 82, 84, 98 and associated inner diagonal grid members 88 and 90. In this fashion, the infill of additional structural foam can provide additional increase in the structural properties of the overall three dimensional pallet, with it further envisioned
that such can be accomplished without interfering or compromising fork access through the lift apertures 148, 150, 152 and 154 (such as through further reconfiguring inner barriers within the shell interior to prevent outflow of the structural foam proximate the individual lift apertures or further by creating an alternate outer shell body which includes fewer or not forklift apertures as a further non-limiting option).

FIG. 14 is another perspective illustration of a three dimensional rectangular shaped and rigid pallet construction 158 (such as constructed of any number of pieces not limited to a two piece nesting arrangement depicted in FIG. 11 or an intricate one piece molded construction) and in which handling and drainage holes are arranged in individual plural defined patterns and include sub-pluralities of such as pseudo triangular shaped apertures portions, see at each of 160, 162, 164 and 166, which are configured through its depth in generating opposing apertures spaced as depicted, this combined with edge defined communicating apertures 168 and 170 (associated with first selected side 172) and further such apertures 174 and 176 associated with a further connected side 178. As with previous disclosed embodiments, additional arrangements of elongated and projecting ridges, protrusions or stacking locators are provided and which are depicted in spaced apart and edge extending pairs 180 & 182, 184 & 186, 188 & 190 and 192 & 194 defined along each of sides 172 and 178, as well as additional interconnected sides 196 and 198.

FIG. 15 is a succeeding illustration of the pallet of FIG. 14, further shown at 200 and, similar to that depicted in the prior embodiment of FIG. 9, exhibits a plasticized spray 202 coated over the exterior surfaces of the pallet in order to moisture seal the same and providing such as anti-microbial protection against wood degradation (in the case of a wood or corrugated style construction), as well as fire resistant properties, and to avoid wet weight increase due to entrained water. As with prior embodiments, the no limitations are placed as to the material selection which can be employed in creating the three dimensional pallet construction and which can include any of wood, cardboard/corrugated materials, plastic, composite or the like.

Referring now to FIG. 16, a plan view cutaway illustration is generally shown of an edge portion of a pallet 204, such as depicted in FIGS. 11 and 14 and further illustrating, in partial cutaway, possible core architecture configurations of alternately configured inner vertical posts, these further shown at 206, 208 and 210, and which are similar in respects to the patterns previously described in the variants of FIGS. 3 and 4, again including any type of cardboard, plastic or composite material in which the vertical posts can exhibit any type of tubing, bamboo or other suitable construction. Finally, FIG. 17 is an isometric or rotated plan view of the pallet in FIG. 16, illustrating, in likewise partial cutaway, core configurations associated with top 212 and bottom 214 decks, the bottom deck 214 further depicting examples of plural bamboo or like tubular members, at 216, arranged in plural parallel extending fashion, as well as any type of supporting structure which can include a plurality of interconnected legs 218 arranged in a “V” shaped repeating pattern. In any variant previously described, it is further envisioned and understood that appropriately configured straps, band or the like can be incorporated into the body for assisting in securing cargo items placed upon the upper supporting surface of the pallet.

Having described my invention, other and additional preferred embodiments will become apparent to those skilled in the art to which it pertains, and without deviating from the scope of the appended claims.
13. The invention as described in claim 11, said vertical cylindrical and elongated interconnecting tubular portions each being constructed of any of a bamboo or other organic/inorganic materials not limited to corrugated paper, plastic, and composites.

14. The invention as described in claim 11, further comprising at least some of said vertical portions being arranged in perimeter edge extending and paired fashion.

15. The invention as described in claim 11, an interior of said upper portion further comprising a plurality of depth extending apertures which nest around said vertical cylindrical shaped portions associated with said inner frame.

16. The invention as described in claim 11, further comprising a structural supporting filler material deposited within said lower portion subsequent to placement of said inner frame and prior to installation of said upper portion.

17. The invention as described in claim 11, further comprising a series of fork receiving apertures defined along one or more interconnected sides of said body.

18. The invention as described in claim 11, further comprising a plasticized spray for environmentally coating at least one of said upper and lower nesting portions and said inner frame.

19. The invention as described in claim 11, said network of tubular shaped portions interconnecting said cylindrical shaped portions further comprising upper and lower spaced layers of interconnecting portions.

20. The invention as described in claim 11, said body further comprising at least one of a corrugated paperboard or polymeric composite material.